Magic

MOUNTAINS
A COLORADO VACATION HOME REFLECTS THE DEEP ROOTS OF THE SURROUNDING COUNTRYSIDE AND THE RICH
HISTORY OF RUSTIC AMERICAN FARMHOUSES.
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Put Into
Perspective
The family who
owns this home
wanted a rustic
feel, so architect
Johnny Miller made
the timbered frame
with straight braces
instead of curved.
Notice the A-line
frame—rather than
curved wood to
make a rounded
arch, the wood is
straight to create
clean lines.

A Little
Peace of
Home
The homeowners
of this vacation
home live on their
farm in Ohio.
When a large
storm destroyed
some of their cherry
trees, they made
the wood into
flooring and
installed it in this
Colorado getaway.
“Now they have a
part of their home
in Colorado,”
Johnny says.

F

or millennia, log cabins have symbolized warmth, welcome and hard
work. Families felled their own trees, built their own homes and
enjoyed the fruits of their labor. It’s this family-rooted, hard-working
principle that Johnny Miller uses in his work. Based in the heart of
Ohio’s Amish country, Oakbridge Timber Framing has built custom homes in 24
states. The Miller family knows how to make sturdy, energy efficient homes with a
classic rustic feel.

Rooted in History
Johnny’s specialty is traditional timbered frames, which hearken back to his Amish
heritage.This is the building model he used for this vacation home in Colorado.

Rough
Around
the Edges
The wood frame
of the house is
made of white
oak. “The two
primary woods
we recommend
are white oak
and Douglass
fir,” Johnny
says. These
clients wanted a
rustic look, so
they chose the
white oak,
which looks raw
and rural.
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“A timber-framed home allows you to see the framing from the inside rather than covering it with
drywall or any other type of material,” Johnny says.The walls sit on the outside of the white oak frame so
the skeleton of the home is visible from the inside.This creates the classic rustic feel, but is also practical.
“It’s very energy efficient,” he says. “Putting the wall on the outside, you have minimal thermal
bridging.”Thermal bridging transfers heat quickly, making houses too warm in the summer and too cold
in the winter. For this timber-framed home, Johnny installed structural insulated panels onto the walls,
which further reduces heat loss.

Customized Charm
The home’s natural surroundings also contribute to the design of the rustic feel.When Johnny takes on a
project, the first step is to see the site itself. His goal is to make the home custom, not only for the client, but
for the location, as well.“It’s like a tailor-fitted suit,” Johnny says.“You don’t just pull it off a shelf.We measure
every aspect—our clients’ lifestyle, their wants and needs, and then we bring all that together in a package.”
The surrounding Colorado countryside contains natural rocks and boulders, so Johnny incorporated the
stones into the exterior of the home. In fact, it’s his number one tip for creating this feel. “If you’re looking
for rustic, use the natural material on site, if it’s available,” he says. “It will make the house very unique.”
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Rustic Country

opposite | Outdoor

Splendor

The location of the home allows for a 360-degree view
of the surrounding Colorado countryside. Johnny didn’t
want to inhibit the view, so he added a basement level
for the garage rather than an additional building next
to the house.

bottom left | Cohesive

Color

One way to infuse additional personality into a rustic
home is through paint. The clients painted the various
rooms, yet they left the white oak frame alone so it
remains visible in every room. This keeps the feel
consistent throughout the building.
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